Friday 14th May 2021

3HL - Archie for his enthusiasm towards our Egyptian topic and bringing
some wonderful art work in from home. Robyn for always being focused,
engaged, hardworking and consistently trying her hardest in everything that
she does.

3K - Trey for perseverance, and some fantastic javelin throwing in PE this
week. Also, Calli, Scarlett and Aneesha for being brilliant friends last week
to someone in our class who lost something important to them!

3P - Rafael for trying very hard with his reading this week!

Our most active classes are:
1st 4H 111 million, 2nd 6P 54 million and 3rd 5J 51 million.
Our most accurate individuals are:
1st Riley 4H 60 million, 2nd Anand 6RL 25 million and 3rd Jayden
3HL 12 million.

4G - Aston and Elyza for always showing exceptional learning behaviours and being
excellent role models for the children around them. They both strive to do their best and
respond well to feedback.
4H - Riley C and Lola for amazing creativity for their sushi Art work.

Lola

Riley C

4L - Jaylen for a real improvement in his attitude towards his learning.
Matei for great oral participation in lessons plus a great score in his star reader test.
4S - Lucas for some fantastic writing (expanded noun phrases)
Jessie for huge improvement with her times tables

5M - Isaac D for much improved writing. Mia for being a super mathematician
and also for helping others!

5J - Oscar for confidence of character to be himself and his own person as
discussed in PSHE. Jaden and Taylor for achieving all the academic targets
that have been set.

5W - Izzy and Grace for always being focused, engaged and consistently
supporting others and sharing ideas with the rest of the class.

The winning classes this week are:
Year 3 3B 30 mins (Well done for equal
first place in the school)
Year 4 4G 28 mins
Year 5 5W 30 mins (Well done for equal
first place in the school)
Year 6 6P 21 mins

6P - Aston and Shaniah for their outstanding ‘Eye of the Storm’ flashback. They
used repetition to create cohesion, wonderful and detailed descriptions of their
memory and they were both presented beautifully. Well done!
6R - Based on Eye of the Storm, Charlie worked brilliantly to create a flashback
which was imaginative and engaging for the reader. Charlie used a number of
key devices which we discussed during our lessons. We can all see a big
improvement in the quality of writing produced by him. Keep up the great work,
Charlie!
6T - Xavier and Jack Orford for having a great sense of humour even in the face
of adversity.

Year 3 - Tilly for being thoughtful about the art work she has been doing, working
carefully and creating some lovely work! Phoebe Taylor for showing great enthusiasm
for her art and taking care over what she produces.

Year 4 - Jamie, Lucas Q, Lucas Z, Crimson for amazing retelling of the story of King
Midas using creative storyboarding, actions and expression. The children worked
brilliantly together and we were thoroughly entertained by their performance.

Year 5 - Suzana for writing and performing her own poem about the inclusive nature of
school.
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